
retread of an item that surfaced a decade
ago, having no apparent terrestrial origin,
that the United States had two-thirds of
the world's lawyers.

Counting lawyers comparatively is a
daunting undertaking, plagued by poor
data and a bushel of apples and oranges
problems. However these are resolved, it

is clear that the seventy percent
figure is very far from the mark.
An informed guess would be
something less than half of that.
Counting conservatively, Ameri-
can Lawyers probably make up
somewhere between twenty-five
and thirty-five percent of all the
world's lawyers, using that term
to refer to all those in jobs that
American lawyers do (including
judges, government lawyers and
in-house corporate lawyers).

Is that too many? It is rough-
ly the United States proportion
of the world's GNP and less
than our percentage of the
world's expenditures on scientif-
ic research and development.
America is a highly legalized
society that relies on law and
courts to do many things that
other industrial democracies do
differently. But it is worth recall-
ing that one realm in which the

United States has remained the leading
exporter is what we may call the technol-
ogy of doing law - constitutionalism,
judicial enforcement of rights, the organi-
zation of law firms, alternative dispute res-
olution, public interest law. For all their
admitted flaws, American institutions pro-

the United States is home to seventy per-
cent of the world's lawyers. Dropped
casually by Vice President Quayle in his
speech last August and parroted by Presi-
dent Bush, Cabinet members, and media
experts, this is certainly an alarming fig-
ure. It suggests monstrous deviation from
the rest of the world and portrays lawyers

as a kind of cancerous excrescence on
American Society. As someone who has
studied lawyers comparatively, I won-
dered how this percentage was deter-
mined. I could find no sign of anything
that could be called a calculation. The
seventy percent figure seems to be a
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Being ahead of the curve is her stock in
trade, so it is not surprising that visionary
Jeanne Dixon included in her predictions
for 1992: "Anti-lawyer riots will shake the
legal profession and force drastic
changes in the way attorneys do busi-
ness." Why the sense that lawyers are
due for a comeuppance? A jaundiced
but resilient story promoted in many
quarters is that lawyers have fostered
the legalization of American life,
encouraged an oppressive explosion
of litigation, and complacently profited
from the miseries of a legal system
that has "spun out of control."

Public discussion of our civil jus-
tice system resounds with a litany of
quarter-truths: America is the most liti-
gious society in the course of all
human history; Americans sue at the
drop of a hat; the courts are brimming
over with frivolous lawsuits; resort to
courts is a first rather than a last
resort; runaway juries make capricious
awards to undeserving claimants;
immense punitive damage awards are
routine; litigation is undermining our
ability to compete economically. Each Prof. Marc Galanter
of these is false, but in a complicated
way; so let me take up a few of the more
specific assertions of those who propound
the jaundiced view.

The Seventy Percent Solution: My first
example, trivial in itself but revealing
about the quality of the indictment of our
system of civil justice, is the assertion that
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tage." Escalating product liability litigation
is blamed for discouraging innovation and
undermining the competitiveness of Amer-
ican business. That product liability litiga-
tion is increasing inexorably, driven by the
greed of entrepreneurial lawyers, the
wrongheadedness of activist judges, and
the rising litigiousness of ordinary Ameri-
cans is a key tenet of the jaundiced view.

But there is good reason to think that
the world of product liability has been
shrinking rather than expanding since the
mid 1980s. If we put to one side asbestos
cases and look at cases involving every
other product, we see that filings in the
federal courts, which are the heartland of
product liability litigation, have fallen sub-
stantially, from their high point of eighty-
two hundred [8268] in 1985 to fifty-two
hundred [5236] in 1991 - a decrease of
some thirty-six percent. The companies
that make the tens of thousands of other
products have experienced a significant
decrease in their exposure to product lia-
bility cases. These figures are only for fil-
ings in federal courts. There is no reason
to believe that there has been an offsetting
increase in product liability claims in state
courts.

Other research findings - and I refer
to real research, not to imaginative exer-
cises with unsubstantiated numbers -

adopted an unsubstantiated estimate
that the direct costs of the tort system
were at least eighty billion dollars a
year - far higher than the estimates
of careful and systematic studies of
these costs. Huber then multiplied
this surmise by three and a half,
rounding it up to three hundred
billion as the indirect cost of
the tort system. The three
and a half multiplier is
taken from a mention in
an editorial referring to a
study of the reported cost of physi-
cians' changes in practice relative to
increases in their 1984 malpractice
insurance premiums. There is no dis-
cussion of the applicability of this mul-
tiplier to every other species of liabili-
ty at every other time. Mr. Huber,
who has recently taken to lecturing
us on the dangers of "junk science,"
certainly knows whereof he speaks.

So the Vice President's cost esti-
mate is not the product of any investi-
gation or analysis by his Council, or by
Forbes, or by Huber, but is a product of
casual speculation. The Council on Com-
petitiveness and the Vice President
address the entire civil justice system, not
just tort, and present these borrowed fig-
ures as the cost of all civil litigation to the
US economy. They never indicate whether
they have scaled down Huber's tort esti-
mate to make room for the costs of the
much more abundant non-tort litigation or
whether they have concluded that non-
tort litigation is costless. Indeed, the Vice
President compresses Huber's eighty bil-
lion of direct costs and three hundred bil-
lion of indirect costs for torts alone into a
total cost of three hundred billion for the
whole legal system - but what is eighty
billion among friends?

As in the case of the Seventy Percent
Solution, we find an utterly cavalier treat-
ment of facts, a use of sources that would
shame any first year law student, and no
attempt whatever to make a serious
assessment of what is going on in the
world.

The Product Liability Monster: Let me
turn to a third example. The Administra-
tion proposes to rescue the United States
from a civil justice crisis that imposes on
us "a self-inflicted competitive disadvan-

vide influential (and sometimes inspiring)
models for the governance of business
relations, the processing of disputes and
the protection of citizens.

What is striking about the Seventy Per-
cent figure is not that the estimate was so
overblown, but that those who made it
had reason to know that it was a tall tale;
and that neither the Vice President nor
anyone else who thought it was a relevant
fact deemed it important to have an
informed rather than a wild guess.

The Three Hundred Billion Dollar Bub-
ble: Another funny number: Vice Presi-
dent Quayle and those who beat the anti-
lawyer drums tell us that the "legal system
now ... costs Americans an estimated
$300 billion a year." Three hundred bil-
lion? Where does that come from? The
White House takes it from the Vice Presi-
dent, who has it from the Council on
Competitiveness, whose Agenda for Civil
Justice Reform borrows it from an article
in Forbes which in tum takes it from lia-
bility guru Peter Huber who, it is fair to
say, made it up. From a single sentence of
CEO Robert Malott in a 1986 round table
discussion of product liability, Huber
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assertions are made about complex states
of affairs without any sense of account-
ability to some body of reliable informa-
tion, It seems to be assumed that in
addressing the legal system, fibs and
fables are acceptable, The response of the
legal profession has been feeble, in part
because our acuteness in dealing with evi-
dence and inference in specific cases has
not carried over to discussion of large
social aggregates, We have acquiesced for
too long in a style of public discussion of
legal policy that tolerates argument by
anecdote and assertion without evidence,
We have tolerated a legal academy that
does not generate basic knowledge about
the working of the legal system and has a
very limited capacity to assess the effec-
tiveness of legal institutions,

Lawyers have created in the civil jus-
tice system a powerful engine of remedy
and change, but there is little sense of col-
lective responsibility to support the
knowledge base needed to modify and
wield it for public good, As professionals
we have a joint responsibility to con-
tribute to a cumulative and reliable body
of knowledge about the system, Such a
knowledge base will not provide defini-
tive answers to questions of policy, for
lawyers reflect the conflicting views of
their clients, so we should not imagine
that we can come up with neutral and
purely technical answers, Civil justice
issues involve value choices - and that
means political choices, But an enhanced
knowledge base can rescue us from a
debate dominated by bogus questions and
fictional facts,

Resentment of lawyers is not a fiction,
It is deeply rooted in society's fundamen-
tal ambivalence about law and it is accen-
tuated by the discomforts of the increasing
legalization of society, Our system of civil
justice is beset by many problems, particu-
larly problems of securing justice cheaply
and expeditiously for all Americans, But
we should be mindful of the accomplish-
ments as well as the discomforts, Increas-
ingly, ordinary people can use this system
to hold to account the managers and
authorities of society, It is this "litigation
up" that fuels the sense of outrage of so
many well placed critics because it chal-
lenges the leeways and immunities
enjoyed by those in charge.

It

Again, our accounts should reflect not
only the costs but the benefits of enforc-
ing such transfers, which afford vindica-
tion, induce investments in safety, and
deter undesirable behavior. For instance,
the sums transferred by successful patent
infringement litigation not only are not
lost, but maintain the credibility of the
patent system which in tum has powerful
incentive effects, To put forward estimates
of gross costs - even ones that are not
make believe - as a guide to policy dis-
plays indifference to the vital functions
that the law performs,

Each of these examples displays a
debased style of public debate in which

A significant portion of the wealth that
flows through the litigation system is com-
pensation delivered to creditors and
wronged parties to which they are entitled
under the going rules, This half (or more)
of the supposed cost is a cost to defen-
dants, but it is not a cost of the system or
a cost to the country, for the wealth is not
lost but only transferred to different
hands, That it costs so much to effectuate
these rightful transfers is a scandal - but
controlling these transaction costs should
not be confounded with reducing the
rights of claimants,

also suggest that the world of product lia-
bility is shrinking rather than growing:

Since the mid-1980s, plaintiffs have
been less successful at trial and defen-
dants have secured favorable opinions
from the courts in an increasing portion of
cases,

The number of punitive damage
awards in non-asbestos product liability
cases has fallen sharply since the mid-
1980s,

A new report by the General Account-
ing Office finds that the number of claims
per dollar of product liability premiums
dropped by almost half from 1984 to 1988,

These studies depict a sustained con-
traction of product liability exposure
rather than the runaway expansion that
alarms adherents of the jaundiced view of
civil justice, This shrinkage calls into ques-
tion the supposed mounting litigiousness
of the American people, It should induce
skepticism about the asserted role of
product liability litigation in undermining
the competitiveness of American business,
So far, serious investigation has found lit-
tle evidence of any significant effect of
America's balance of trade,

What do these outcroppings of the
jaundiced view - the Seventy Percent
Solution, the Three Hundred Billion Dollar
Bubble, and the abominable Product Lia-
bility Monster - have in common?

First, in each instance trends that are
widespread throughout the industrialized
world are treated as if they were peculiar-
ly American, and moreover manifested
pathological flaws in American society, In
recent decades, there has been a dramatic
worldwide legalization of social life,
including an increase in litigation and in
the number of lawyers - even in Japan,
which is so often falsely portrayed as a
land without litigation and lawyers, While
the number of lawyers per capita remains
far higher in the United States than in
other countries, the rate of increase in the
number of lawyers elsewhere - has out-
stripped that in the United States,

Second, the jaundiced view portrays
America's institutions of remedy and
accountability and the lawyers that staff
them as burdensome afflictions, They are
viewed as costs and thus as deadweight
losses, This is bad bookkeeping on two
counts:
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